In this paper, we introduce a novel approach for optical sensing based on the excitation of critically localized modes in two-dimensional deterministic aperiodic structures generated by a Rudin-Shapiro (RS) sequence. Based on a rigorous computational analysis, we demonstrate that RS photonic structures provide a large number of resonant modes better suited for sensing applications compared to traditional band-edge and defect-localized modes in periodic photonic structures. Finally, we show that enhanced sensitivity to refractive index variations as low as Δ n=0.002 in RS structures results from the extended nature of critical modes and can enable the fabrication of novel label-free optical biosensors.
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Introduction
Periodic photonic crystals (PhCs) of different lattice symmetries with or without defects in one [1, 2] and two spatial dimensions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] have recently been vigorously investigated for the fabrication of compact and sensitive biosensing platforms. Such sensors can detect the change in the refractive index of the ambient gas/liquid or the presence of infiltrated nanoparticles by monitoring the frequency shifts of high-quality factor (high-Q) optical resonances of the PhCs structures. Optical refractive index sensors offer the advantage of label-free technology, which significantly simplifies sample preparation while yielding real-time results. Alternative labelfree optical biosensing platforms include microcavity-based structures such as optical microdisks, microrings, spheres, and toroids [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , as well as devices based on surface plasmon (SP) resonances in noble-metal nanoparticles and nanoparticles arrays [17] [18] [19] . The two major factors governing the efficiency and the detection limit (the smallest measurable refractive index change) of any of these optical sensor are: a) the magnitude of the wavelength shift in the resonant mode induced by the change in the ambient refractive index; b) the linewidth of the resonant mode, which determines the resolution in measuring such a shift [20] . The change of the refractive index can only be probed by the fraction of the resonant field that overlaps with the targeted analyte substances. It is therefore evident that an accurate balance between the resonant character of the sensing modes, measured by the quality factor Q, and their spatial localization (large field intensity in the sensing areas) must be achieved in order to improve the performances of label-free optical biosensors [20] . Biosensors based on high-index-contrast whispering-gallery (WG) mode microcavities demonstrate relatively low shifts of their modal frequencies, which are limited by the poor overlap of the mode evanescent field tails with the analyte. However, their performances greatly benefit from the ultra-narrow linewidths of the WG modes. On the other hand, SP sensors, which benefit from high values of field intensities in the detection region, are characterized by broad resonance linewidths (low Q-factors), which is a limiting factor in the spectral resolution of such devices. In this context, the excitation of optical modes in aperiodic photonic structures may provide new exciting opportunities for the design of functional elements for bio-chemical sensing applications, as they offer different and largely unexplored possibilities to control and manipulate optical fields at the nanoscale. Deterministic aperiodic photonic structures share distinctive physical properties with both periodic media, i.e. the formation of well-defined energy gaps, and disordered random media, i.e. the presence of localized eigenstates with high field enhancement and Q-factors. However, unlike random media, deterministic aperiodic photonic structures are defined by the iterations of simple mathematical rules, rooted in symbolic dynamics [21] , prime number theory [22] and L-system inflations [23] , which can encode a fascinating complexity. In particular, photonic quasi-crystals and deterministic aperiodic structures can lead to novel design schemes for sensing devices based on the excitation of critically localized optical modes with unique transport properties [24, 25] . Critical modes are spatially localized field states characteristic of fractal and deterministic aperiodic environments that demonstrate fascinating scaling, spectral and localization properties [26] . In contrast the exponentially-localized Anderson modes in disordered media, critically localized states decay weaker than exponentially, most likely by a power law, and show a rich behavior with self-similar fluctuations extending across the structures [27] . The formation of photonic bandgaps and existence of critically-localized light states have already been demonstrated in one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) aperiodic structures based on the Fibonacci, Thue-Morse and Penrose structures [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . In particular, band-edge states in Fibonacci and Penrose quasi-periodic structures have been shown to be critically localized multi-fractal wavefunctions with anomalous transport properties, and their use for the fabrication of low-threshold compact lasers has been suggested [34, 35] .
Recently, we have studied optical properties of the resonant modes of 2D aperiodic arrays of dielectric rods arranged according to different aperiodic sequences and have shown their high potential for engineering radiative rates and emission patterns of embedded sources [36] . However, to the best of our knowledge, a rigorous investigation of the potential of critical modes supported by aperiodic structures for sensing applications has not been reported to date. Our numerical simulations show that various types of 2D aperiodic (e.g. Thue-Morse) structures support critical modes featuring large frequency shifts with the change of the ambient refractive index, and therefore can potentially serve as biosensing platforms. However, in this paper we will limit the discussion to aperiodic photonic structures based on the 2D generalization of the non-periodic Rudin-Shapiro sequence [37] , which is the most general example of a deterministic sequence with absolutely-continuous Fourier spectrum [26, 38] , akin to random structures described by white spectra. In one spatial dimension, and within a two-letter alphabet, the RS sequence can simply be obtained by the iteration of the following inflation: AA→AAAB, AB → AABA, BA→BBAB, BB→BBBA. It is interesting to mention that even for one spatial dimension, there is presently no complete agreement on the localization character of the Rudin-Shapiro eigenmodes, although it has been recently pointed out that extended states coexist with exponentially-localized ones [38, 39] . As we have recently demonstrated, the RS sequence can be easily generalized into two spatial dimensions by a simple inflation method [37] . In this paper, we will discuss the photonic structures based on RS lattices of dielectric rods, and will theoretically demonstrate that they provide a large pool of high-Q critical modes with high sensitivity to the ambient refractive index change and thus can readily be used for label-free bio-sensing applications.
Computational method
Accurate and robust design of aperiodic photonic structures for specific application tasks is highly challenging. The lack of global translational symmetries in aperiodic structures renders conventional theoretical tools developed in the context of periodic photonic crystals (e.g., the plane wave expansion method) computationally intensive. To analyze in a uniform fashion both periodic photonic crystals and aperiodic photonic structures, we use a rigorous and highly efficient technique based on the generalized 2D Mie theory [40] [41] [42] . Electromagnetic field in the photonic structure composed of c N cylindrical scatterers can be constructed as a superposition of partial fields scattered from each cylinder. These partial fields are expanded in infinite Fourier-Bessel series in the coordinate systems with the origins at the centers of individual cylinders. Using the addition theorem for Bessel functions, the interacting partial fields can be transformed into series expansions in the same coordinate system. Imposing the field continuity conditions at the boundary of each cylinder and truncating the infinite series at the maximum multipole order N, the final inhomogeneous matrix equation for the Lorenz/Mie multipole scattering coefficients can be obtained:
Here, pl r is the center-to-center distance between p-th and l-th cylinders; pl θ is the argument of the vector (1). The computational effort required to solve the matrix equation is proportional to the number of cylinders, their separation distances, and the maximum multipolar order at which the infinite series were truncated. Although the computation time can be quite substantial when the structures are composed of many cylinders, which are either closely packed or widely separated, this technique produces essentially exact results provided that the series were truncated at a high enough multipolar order. The following simulations were performed with the relative accuracy better than 10 -5 .
Results and discussion
In this section, we consider three types of photonic structures composed of dielectric cylinders in a low-index host medium as possible candidates for a sensitive and robust biosensing platform, and provide a theoretical comparison of their performance. These structures include: a periodic photonic crystal with a square lattice, the same PhC structure with a single localized defect (obtained by removing a central cylinder from the center of the lattice), and an aperiodic photonic structure based on a Rudin-Shapiro sequence. Dielectric cylinders in all the three lattices have the identical radii 2 . 0 = a r (a is the nearest-neighbor center-to-center separation) and dielectric permittivity 5 . 10 = ε . The material and structural parameters have been chosen to be the same as in Ref. 3 to provide comparison with the previously proposed optofluidic sensor based on the periodic PhC structure.
First, to study the optical modes spectra of each photonic structure, we calculate the total power radiated by a line source placed in its center by integrating the output energy flux through the closed contour L surrounding the structure [34, 42, 43] as follows:
Here, S is the Poynting vector and n is a unit vector normal to the contour enclosing the structure. Existence of photonic bandgaps and spectral locations of resonant modes in photonic structures can be revealed by inspecting the frequency dependence of the total radiated energy flow. For finite-size photonic structures, bandgaps are manifested as regions of the reduced radiated power in their frequency spectra [34, 42, 43], while for infinite photonic lattices, radiation from the line source at the frequency inside the bandgap would have been completely suppressed. It is well-known that 2D photonic structures composed of dielectric cylinders feature spectral gaps for TM-polarized modes (electric field parallel to the cylinder axis), whose spectral positions are virtually independent from the arrangement of cylinders [30, 44] .
In Fig. 1 , we plot the radiation power spectra of the square-lattice periodic and RS structures in the vicinity of the first TM bandgap for smaller ( 30 c N , red lines) and larger structures ( 100 c N , blue lines). The total power radiated by the source embedded in a photonic structure is normalized by dividing it by the power radiated from the source in the free space. A clear difference can be observed in the behavior of the optical spectra of the two structure types with the increase of the sample size. For a periodic lattice, the size increase causes further reduction of the radiation power in the bandgap and also the shift of the bandedge modes, in accordance with previous studies [34] . A radiation power spectrum of the periodic PhC with a defect is also shown in Fig. 1(a) . A single narrow peak appearing in the bandgap region corresponds to the excitation of a monopole defect mode (see e.g. Fig. 1(a) shows the radiation spectrum of the 10a×10a (N c =121) periodic structure with a single defect. In sharp contrast to the above observations, the optical spectrum of the RS structure features multiple peaks inside the bandgap corresponding to the excitation of the localized and critical modes (see Fig. 1(b) ). It can be clearly seen that with the increase of the structure size many additional peaks appear within the bandgap region, and their linewidths narrow dramatically. Narrow linewidths translate into high Q-factors of optical modes and thus longer photon lifetimes. Typical near-field intensity portraits of three of the high-Q modes supported by the Rudin-Shapiro structure are plotted in Fig. 3 . The mode shown in Fig. 3(c) is localized, and the intensity distributions shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) correspond to critical modes, which extend across the structure with characteristic intensity fluctuations.
By comparing Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) we can conclude that the high-Q modes, which may be useful for lasing or sensing applications, are much more abundant in aperiodic photonic structures. We will now estimate the shifts of the resonant frequencies of these modes caused by the changes of the refractive index of the environment and compare them with the corresponding shifts of the modes of the periodic PhC. We assume that the volume of the analyte to be detected is large enough to cover the whole photonic structure, and thus it can be considered as an infinite homogeneous host medium in the following simulations. In Fig. 4(a) , we plot the values of the red-shift ( ) ( ) ( . Figure 4(b) shows the quality factors of the corresponding modes. The chosen value of n Δ represents the smallest increment that can be typically obtained in commercially available optical fluids and thus is often used to measure the sensitivity of PhC biosensors [3, 7] . Another useful figure of merit that is conventionally used to quantify the performance of optical biosensors is the refractive index sensitivity, defined as the ratio of the wavelength shift induced by the change of the ambient refractive index and the value of the index change:
(measured in nm/RIU). It can be seen in Fig. 4(a) that the low-frequency band-edge mode (a so-called dielectric band [3, 4, , S=913 nm/RIU, respectively). This observation is in a perfect agreement with previous studies [3] ; and such different behavior of the modes can be easily understood by inspecting the spatial distributions of their optical fields inside the periodic PhC lattice (see Fig. 2 ). Clearly, the modes that provide better overlap of their electric field with the analyte show higher potential for sensing applications (see also [16, 20] for other examples of this effect). Band-edge modes of a hexagonal-lattice periodic PhC demonstrate a similar behavior: the low-frequency band-edge mode experiences a small wavelength shift of nm 28 . 0 = Δλ (S=138 nm/RIU), while the resonant frequency of the high-frequency band-edge mode is more sensitive to the ambient refractive index change ( nm 44 . 1 = Δλ , S=718 nm/RIU). Likewise, long-wavelength modes appearing at or below the bandgap in the RS structure (either extended or localized like the mode shown in Fig. 3(c) ) have electric field intensity mostly concentrated inside the dielectric cylinders, and thus interact with the analyte only via their evanescent field tails. Accordingly, they demonstrate small frequency shifts ( nm 5 . 0 λ Δ ) caused by the change of the ambient refractive index (as seen in Fig. 4(a) ). However, all the high-Q modes appearing in and just above the bandgap show enhanced sensitivity to the presence of the analyte over the modes of the periodic PhC ). To quantify how the sensor refractive index sensitivity depends on the spatial distribution of the optical mode field, we introduce a parameter called the host medium filling fraction, i.e., the fraction of the optical mode energy that overlaps with the analyte [4, 15, 20] :
The integral in the numerator is taken only over the area covered by the analyte (outside the dielectric rods), while the one in the denominator is taken over the whole photonic structure. The dielectric filling fraction, i.e., the parameter that quantifies the relative overlap of the optical mode energy with the dielectric material of the rods, can be found via a very straightforward relation as follows: 
where max r is the position of the maximum field intensity. In Fig. 5 , we plot the values of the refractive index sensitivity of the periodic PhC bendedge modes (red dots), single defect monopole mode (red diamond), and all the high-Q modes of the Rudin-Shapiro structure (blue dots) as a function of the host medium filling fraction ( Fig. 5(a) ) and of the normalized modal volume (Fig. 5(b) ). The data shown in Fig. 5(a) confirm the intuitive conclusion that the increased overlap of the high-intensity portion of the modal field with the analyte improves the sensitivity of the device. Furthermore, the linear dependence of the mode refractive index sensitivity on the host medium filling fraction is clearly observed. This is in perfect agreement with the well-known expression for the spectral sensitivity obtained in the frame of the perturbation theory in the limit of small perturbations [4, 15, 20] :
The sensitivity values estimated by using (5) are plotted in Fig. 5(a) as a straight dashed line.
On the contrary, the data presented in Fig. 5(b) show no correlation between the normalized effective volume and the refractive index sensitivity of the modes. In accordance with previous observations [45] , resonant modes with optical fields localized in the low-index host medium feature reduced eff Ṽ as compared to those of the modes with the high field intensity concentrated in the high-index dielectric material. However, no clear dependence of the mode sensitivity on the effective volume can be observed. We conclude that the normalized effective modal volume is not a useful parameter for estimating the sensitivity of the optical refractive index sensors. Nevertheless, it can still be considered a useful figure-of-merit for quantifying performance of optical biosensors based on other detection schemes, such as fluorescence enhancement [46] or a thermo-optic mechanism [14] . It is also worth noting that the ability of aperiodic photonic structures to support many critical modes with high Q-factors and high sensitivities to the ambient refractive index change (Figs. 4 and 5 ) paves the way for using such structures as versatile sensor arrays. Note that the same structure with a fixed configuration can be used for sensing at different frequencies. Furthermore, our studies show that large aperiodic structures support high-Q critical modes that not only are characterized by different resonant frequencies but also have optical fields that are quasi-localized in different parts of the structure. As the mode frequency shift is caused only by the change of the refractive index in the area overlapping with the modal electric field, large aperiodic structures can be used as sensing arrays for simultaneous probing of different analytes at different operating frequencies.
High Q-factor of the mode is another crucial factor in achieving high sensitivity, as it is easier to detect shifts of narrow-linewidth resonances [20] . Note that although the point-defect mode in the 2D PhC demonstrates the highest in-plane Q-factor ( However, a detailed discussion of this phenomenon in 2-D aperiodic photonic structures is a subject of a separate study. We have also explored a possibility of using the TE-polarized modes (electric field in the array plane) of aperiodic structures for sensing applications. Normalized TE radiation power spectra of the periodic and RS lattices for two structure sizes Fig. 6(b) correspond to the critical modes, which may exist even in the absence of the optical bandgap owing to the spatial aperiodicity of the structure (compare to the previous observation of appearance of localized modes outside of the bandgap region in the Penrose photonic lattice of dielectric cylinders [32] ). We calculated the resonant frequency shifts of these modes caused by the increase of the refractive index of the host medium by 002 . 0 = Δn , and summarized the results in Fig. 7 . As in the case of the TM polarization, the corresponding data for the Bloch-type mode of a periodic structure are shown for comparison (red bars). The results presented in Fig. 7 clearly demonstrate that even in the absence of the TE bandgap aperiodic photonic structures sustain many quasi-localized critical modes that can be useful for sensing applications (wavelength shifts range from 1.34 nm (S=670 nm/RIU) to 2.29 nm (S=1145 nm/RIU)). Magnetic field distributions of the Bloch-type mode of the periodic structure and two critical modes of the Rudin-Shapiro structure are shown in Fig. 8 . Finally, we would like to emphasize that the simulation results reported in this paper also predict that biosensors based on aperiodic photonic structures offer performance improvement over nanoparticle surface-plasmon biosensors. For example, the calculated wavelength shifts of the TM-polarized critical modes in Rudin-Shapiro structures scaled to operate at nm 600 λ range from 0.76 nm to 0.99 nm (for 002 . 0 = Δn ), yielding refractive index sensitivity of 382-496 nm/RIU. Experimentally reported typical sensitivity values of surfaceplasmon (SP) biosensors based on individual Ag nanoparticles and Ag nanoparticle arrays range from 150 to 235 nm/RIU for the same working frequency [17, 18] . Slightly higher sensitivity values (S=250 nm/RIU) have recently been reported for organic vapor SP resonance sensors based on the arrays of gold nanoshells [19] . It should also be noted that typical resonant peaks corresponding to the excitation of localized SP modes in noble-metal nanoparticles have much lower Q-factors than localized modes in photonic crystal cavities. As previously discussed, lower mode Q-factors (larger linewidths) result in the decrease of the spectral resolution of the sensor. Our results also compare very favorably with the data on the sensitivity values of several types of recently reported optical biosensors based on microdisks (S=22.89 nm/RIU, Q=4900), microrings (S=70 nm/RIU, Q=20,000) and point-defect microcavities in periodic photonic crystals (S=200 nm/RIU, Q=400) operating at μ m 55 . 1 λ .
Conclusion
Through accurate numerical simulations, we have demonstrated a possibility of creating ultrasensitive bio(chemical) sensors and sensor arrays based on aperiodic photonic structures. We predict resonant frequency shifts of critical modes in 2D Rudin-Shapiro structures composed of dielectric rods up to 2.56 nm for 002 . 0 = Δn and a working wavelength around 1.55 μ m, which translates to the refractive index sensitivity of 1282 nm/RIU. For comparison, the highfrequency band-edge mode and the single-defect mode of a square-lattice periodic PhC with the same material properties and nearest-neighbor separations shift by 1.8 (S=902 nm/RIU) and 1.82 nm (S=913 nm/RIU), respectively (see also [3] ). The observed high sensitivity of the spectral properties of aperiodic photonic structures to the ambient refractive index change provides a way of efficient dynamic manipulation of their optical spectra thus making them ideal candidates for label-free optical biosensors and sensing substrates for opto-fluidic functional components [49, 50] . Finally, the high optical field intensity created at various predefined spatial and spectral positions in aperiodic photonic structures can be exploited in sensors based on different physical detection mechanisms, such as enhanced material absorption or fluorescence [46, 51, 52] .
